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Obŕazek 1: The cryogenic heliumKC versusβ plots with KC determined as a
cross-section of limiting laminar and turbulent drag behaviour (left) and, for selected
forks, using the criterion of 5 per cent deviation from linearity (right). The curved
solid line represents expected instability for round cylinders.

Introduction
We extend our
previous expe-
rimental studies
[1, 2] of flow of
gaseous and nor-
mal liquid cryo-
genic helium due
to vibrating (an-
gular frequency
ω, amplitudea)
quartz forks.
Measurements
of the drag on
prongs of the
forks of differ-
ent sizes and
oscillation frequencies are analyzed and discussed together with the complementary Baker pH
technique [3] and Kalliroscope visualization technique ofroom temperature water flow due to
oscillatory motion of cylinders of square cross-section.

Results and discussion
The experimental parameters,ω andd, and the critical amplitudes,ac, were used to calculate
the Stokes number,β, and the critical value of the Keulegan-Carpenter number,KC , defined as:
β = ωd2

2πν
= 1

π
d2

δ2 ; KC = 2πac

d
, whereδ is the viscous penetration depth given byδ =

√

2ν/ω.
Fig. 1 shows the cryogenic helium criticalKC(β) for all quartz forks determined as a cross-

section of limiting laminar (velocity∝ drive) and turbulent (velocity∝
√

drive) drag behaviour.
One can get better physical insight on instability of the laminar flow if another criterion is used -
we have chosen as a point of 5 per cent deviation from the drag vs. drive linearity. Data obtained
using this criterion are shown for selected forks on the right in Fig. 1. It is clear that neither set
follows the expected behaviour established for round cylinders, as discussed in [4].

In order to better understand the underlying physics of the transition from laminar to turbu-
lent drag flow due to oscillating cylinder of square cross-section, we have substantially extended
our visualization approach (see preliminary results reported last year [5]) using two visualiza-
tion techniques (pH Baker technique and Kalliroscope technique) in water at room temperature.
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We use four different metallic cylinders with sharp edges (see Fig. 2), discuss the consequence
of successively trimming the sharp edges of one of them and roughening the surface of another.
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Obŕazek 2: Left - a photograph of cylinders of square cross-
section. Right – TheKC versusβ plot of the critical veloc-
ity determined visually, using the Baker pH technique (from
left, cylinders of square cross-sectiond2 =1 (•), 2 (squares),
3 (∆), 5 (×) cm2). Stars and∇ indicate changes in critical
KC due to subsequent trimming the originally sharp edges
of the 3 cm2 cylinder (∆). The inset shows the analogical
visualization data obtained using the Kalliroscope visual-
ization technique for 1 cm2 cylinder with sharp edges - left-
cylinders and 2 cm2 cylinder with rough surface - diamonds.

The Baker pH technique gave
results shown in Fig. 2 for
four cylinders of square cross-
section with smooth surface (sur-
face roughness≪ δ). These
data represent a visual observa-
tion of first instability in the flow
in a form of columnar vortices
streaming from the surface. Ex-
cept perhaps for the largest 5 cm
cylinder (for which 3D effects
might start to play a role), the
data sets confirm the experimen-
tal cryogenicKC ∝ β−1/2 func-
tional dependence.

Moreover, a subsequent trim-
ming of the originally sharp edges
for the 3 cm2 cylinder shifts the
data series up and convincingly
shows the tendency of the data to
eventually join the expected be-
haviour for round cylinders.

We attempted to investigate
also a possible influence of roughness on the criticalKC(β) behaviour and prepared an ad-
ditional 2 cm2 cylinder with gold-plated rough surface (estimated rougness of order 1 mm). As
the Baker pH technique failed to provide the desired data, we utilized the Kalliroscope visual-
ization instead. The instability is (barely) visible there, but due to the difference in the technique
the data might not be directly comparable and we show them separately in the inset of Fig. 2
together with the complementary set obtained for 1 cm2 cylinder with smooth surface. One ob-
vious conclusion is that theKC ∝ β−1/2 is for the rough surface not substantially altered. The
detailed analysis of all our data will be published elsewhere.
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